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Council to address CUE concerns
ByAIUuWidnwi
Reporter

"The council is looking at it from all perspectives
and angles, though and sometimes likes to

The University's plan to restructure
undergraduate education will yet
again be a topic of discussion at an
Undergraduate Council meeting.
Connecting the Undergraduate
Education, or CUE, is the University's
proposed revision to the general education curriculum. CUE will be discussed and potentially voted upon at
Wednesday's meeting at 1:30 p.m. in
Union 308.

request more information on various points
until it's satisfied."
Tim Messer-Kruse | Chair ol Undergraduate Council

Periodic
voting
by
the
Undergraduate Council is part of
a 5-year implementation schedule
detailed on the CUE website.
At the Nov. 17 meeting, the

Undergraduate Council made
a motion to end discussion about
CUE and table it for a future meeting, said Tim Messer-Kruse, chair of
Undergraduate Council.

More campus parking
changes to come
As long as students park inside the
lines, they will not have to read
between the lines of parking regulations to avoid a ticket.
This year, University Parking
Services eliminated some of its
rules, including one that prevented people from pulling through a
parking space.
Parking services is trying to move
away from rules people may have
been ticketed for violating in the
past, said Aaron Kane, University
parking and shuttle manager.
"We are really trying to get away
from the subjective," Kane said, "As
long as you are between the lines,
you won't be ticketed."
While pulling through a parking
spot is no longer a violation, students will still be ticketed for parking in the grass, on a sidewalk or in
a fire lane.
Along with regulation, changes,
parking services plans to install two
new electronic meters to replace
all of the meters in Lot N located
next to the Wolfe Center. Instead of
having a meter at each spot, the two
electronic meters will allow people
to submit cash or swipe a credit card
in exchange for a temporary pass to
display in their windshield.
Originally Kane considered using
the new meters to notify parking
services when someone's allotted
time passed, but decided against it.
"We would have had to number
all of the spots in the lot," Kane said.
"With the snow, it just would have
been too difficult."
Although parking services will not
rely on electronics to enforce parking regulations, it will be changing
its method of enforcement starting
Jan. 1,2011.

Instead of charging a ticket to a
student's bursar account, parking
services will start directly contacting and billing the student. If the
student still refuses to pay the ticket,
then parking services will contact
the Ohio Attorney General to collect
the payment.
Parking services is making this
change in order to take the burden
of collecting away from the Office
of the Bursar and to also better collect payment from people who have
unregistered cars parked on campus, Kane said.
"It will just make it easier if we go
directly to the owner," Kane said. "It
was definitely more difficult the way
it was handled before."
While parkingservices is not open
24 hours a day, campus police take
over for Kane and others at parking
services after dark. Campus police
also have the power to ticket drivers
for violating parking regulations.
"There are exceptions, but usually we do the after-hours stuff, after
parking services has closed for the
day," said David Weekley, campus
police chief. "We usually just enforce
reserved spaces, fire lane violations,
and we might do some lot closures."
To appeal tickets, students can go
through the appeals section on the
parking services website.
Once a student applies for an
appeal, it goes through parking
services and the procedures and
appeals board of the Undergraduate
Student Government.
Justin Albright, the chief administrator for USG, makes the final
decision on parking appeals.
"The biggest factor is probably
the way it is written," Albright said.
"Ultimately, it just depends on the
rules. Maybe the place wasn't well
marked or well lit or something
like that

"Its been a healthy, constructive
process, and I'm proud of my colleagues for the careful consideration
they're giving this," he said. "They're
focusing on the issues, which is a
helpful part of the process. That's
why the academic charter has various steps, to ensure we give attent ion
to all of the important details."
The greatest concern faculty members have expressed concerning
SeeCUE|Page2
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University accommodates growing vegetarian
By Al«ha Gailhouu
Reporter

The vegetarian population in the United States
is growing.
A record-number 7.3 million people are now following a vegetarian-based diet,
according to a study con-

ducted by the Vegetarian
Times magazine, and
University students, faculty and dining services are
making room for the steadily growing vegetarian and
vegan demographic.
"I think that (the rise of
vegetarianisml goes handin-hand with the rise of

ampus
the obesity epidemic," said
Daria Blachowski-Dreyer,
assistant director of operations and wellness for
University Uining Services.
"People are looking for alternatives, whatever that alterSee VEGAN | Page 2

TRAFFIC TICKETS
Violation:
■ Failure to display valid permit
Fine: $25
Violation:
■ Restricted area
Fine: $50
Violation:
■ Reproduction/illegal use of
permit
Fine: $250
Violation:
■ Parking in a handicap space
Fine: $250

• at meter/pre-paid
space
Fine: $10
Violation:
■ Parking in firej
loading dock

V

Fine: $50
Violation:
■ Outside designated space
Fine: $50
ANDRE* FEHl

Information compiled from http //www bgsu
edu/offkes/parking/page2562S.html
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Parking services to change violation terms, install meters
ByMaxFilby
Reporter

"At the last meeting, we discussed
for well over an hour about an array
of issues and concerns, so it's hard to
separate what was the most important one," he said. "The council is
looking at it from all perspectives and
angles, though, and sometimes likes
to request more information on various points until it s satisfied."
Wednesday, the council will
consider "un-tabling" the CUE
proposal to open it for more discussion and "most likely a vote,"
Messer-Kruse said.
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TASTY TREATS: Dining Services" chef Brett Northcutt prepares food for Monday's Vegan Expo in front of the Falcon's Nesl
in the Union.

SPORTS

FORUM

Group readies the runway

Going green costs green

Falcons reach 800 wins

Fad Watch, a campus fashion organiza-

Faculty columnist Phil Schurret feels tax

The hockey team split two games at the RPI Holiday

tion, hosted auditions for models to

breaks for new green technology are a

Tournament, and in the process, picked up its 800th

walk in April's fashion show put on by

waste of money for the American taxpayers

program win | Page 6

the organization. See photos | Pagt 3
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET
What is a vegan?
JUSTIN BUNKER
Freshman. International Studies
"Someone who eats the good food
in private." | Pag* 4

[\ VISIT BGVIEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS. UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE
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etarians follow a vegetar- for you.'" she said. "Sadly
ian diet based on animal vegetables have a bad conwell,ue. according to the notation. Just tell them,
From Page 1
here's a chili.' Did I tell you
Vegetarian limes.
"IBeing vegetarian] is help- it it's a beef chili, a turkey
native mighi be."
Blachowskl-Dreyei also mi; nieelhicallyandmoi ally," chili, a vegetarian chili? It's
works with the University's said sophomore Sam Kirscb, more of a textual thing, and
vegetarian/vegan club to the president and founder if you're using the proper
I Saving Animals from seasoningand they can't tell
advocate options and vai I
Violence and Exploitation. I'm all for it."
ety in on-campus dining.
While some think vegetar"We ity to work inallofoui "I'm doing what I believe is
units where if you walk up > ighti and I'm not eating ani- ian interestsare represented
i" a station, there i1- always mals because I care about in the dining halls, others
a vegetarian option," she animals, and I'm fighting wish lor more variety.
"if we're fighting for awaresaid. "We have garden burg- lor animals. Everything has
ers on request. If we have always been about animals ness on this issue, this vegetarian cause, how can we
two soups, our of them is lot me."
SA\ E recently raised more light for something when
always vegan or vegetarian.
We offer plan! proteins on than $200 for Adopt a 1 lorse" we don't even have anything
our salad bars so thai people and sponsored "Adopt to back ourselves up with?"
,i lurkev' in the student Kirsch said. "People say,
have options.'
The desire to accommo- Union before thanksgiving well I have meal plan money,
date vegetarians extends off with free samples of fofurky. so I'm going to buy meat." If
campus. Squeakers': vegan a tolu based lunchmeat" there were more vegetarian
options on campus, more
cafe and health food store is product.
"I think there i- more of people would be persuaded
located downtown
"We offei a wide selection a trend toward limiting not to eat meat as much."
For dining services, it is
of vegan lunches and din- our meal intake." she said.
ners," said Heather Andre, I ven il people don't give it not always easy to incorthe ownei ol Squeaker's, i up entirely, it's definitely a porate a mainly vegetariantry to offer a wide varietj ol good thing because every based menu.
"Sadly.cheeseisa universal
foodsfoi vegans, vegetarians little bil counts. Every little
and people who just want bit ol animal we don't eat, hinder, so we struggle with
to eat healthier, People are that's an animal that gets to our vegetarian options for
starling to realize thai it's a live \nd that's a good push, people who don't want that
much cheese," Blachowski
a good thing to fight for."
much healthiei lifestyle
Considering meat eaters Dreyer said. "From a pro
Andre offers vegan
specialties, from chili to and those who are open auction standpoint, it's a
difficult thing."
to trying new food, or
pumpkin pie.
Dining services holds veg"I II\ to keep my prii es 'flexitarians," Blachowskldown NO people can afford ! treyet stresses the hupor- etarian demos, including
it." Andre said. I verybod] tance of quality, propor- Monday s second annual
can afford to come here, tion control, improved vegan exposition in the
even if you're On a limned preparation and hiding Falcon's Nest.
"We try to bring awarebudget ... m> whole goal the "healthiness factor"
behind this is to save ani- beneath ex< eptional taste. ness, Blachowski-Dreyei
"Sometimes people are said, "Some people have
mals, I lii-. is more than just
ah,iid when vou just hand not been exposed to it. We
a business; it - a cause."
Along with the health something to them and -ay. get students to see this isn't
trend, 54 percent ul veg 'tills is vegetarian: it's good what thev think it is

VEGAN

Check us out online at:
www.bgviews.com
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CUE
From Page 1

CUE is its time line for implementation.saidUndergraduate
StudentCovernment President
Kevin Basth. undergraduate
student representative for the
implementation committee.
Students entering the
University in fall 2011 will
he the first to experience the
new courses, according to the
implementation schedule.
"From what I've heard,
nobody has been disagreeing
with the spirit of the curriculum," Basch said. But many
faculty members are saying to
drastically overhaul the way
we teach general education
courses, they need more time."
Outside of Undergraduate
Council meetings, faculty
committee leaders have
also expressed concerns
about CUE.
Kris Blair. faculty Senate
chair, said the Senate provides
an outlet for faculty members

he said.
"We're interested in making
sure those committees have
their proper role in determining such a significant curriculum change at BGSU," lackson
said. "(The PA] is also very
interested in the effect that the
full implementation of CUE
would have on workload."
Neal lease, Implementation
Committee chair, said the
committee is eager to address
the Undergraduate Council's
concernsand would be' happy
to implement whatever good
ideas come along."
The top ninii'i ns lease said
he has heard are ensuring Inequality of the program, allocating resources and applying
a reasonable time line
"No matter what happens
Wednesday. I wouldn't say
it's the end of CUE." he said.
"We're going to still talk
about revising it and keep
moving forward, to try to
Committee on Academic find a way to put into place
Affairs, should play central a revised and good general
role during implementation. education program."
to state their opinions, and
several have expressed concerns about CUE's time line.
"The Senate represents
a range of faculty perspectives," she said. "There may
be some faculty in favor of
CUE and others who may
be concerned with the timing. Either way, we try to foster dialogue to ensure that
appropriate charter review
processes for auricular processes like CUE are followed."
This is an exchange David
lackson. faculty Association
president, said he hopes will
continue throughout the
implementation process,
lackson said the FA doesn't
have a position on the quality of the proposed program
or its changes, but he hopes
faculty members will have a
voice. The newly-formed faculty union, as well committees such as Undergraduate
Council, Faculty Senate and

BLOTTER
MON., NOV. 22

Green, was arrested for criminal
damaging within the 300 block of
Parkview Drive

9 40AM
A parking pass and thiee textbooks were reported stolen from
a vehicle within the 600 block of
Frazee Ave.

FRI.. NOV. 26

11:28 A.M.
A bronze statue of an Irish Setter.
valued at $2,500. was reported
stolen from For Keeps.

117 A.M.
Michael Daniels, of Bowling
Gieen. was cited for open container on East Wooster Street.

WED., NOV. 24
2:16 A.M.
Austin J Fullenkamp. 25. of
Bowling Green, was arrested for
vandalism within the 100 block of
N. Mam St.

11:42 PM.
Joanna L. Meadows. 34. of
Bowling Green, was arrested for
disorderly conduct/unable to care
for self, possession of marijuana
and drug paraphernalia within the
100 block of N. Main St

SAT.. NOV. 27
1:53 A.M.
Matthew J Rubel. 27. of Bowling
Green, was cited for disorderly
conduct/fighting within 100 block
ofN Main St.

9:11 P.M.
An ornamental deer, valued at
$100. was reported stolen within
the 800 block of Klotz Road

Custar. Ohio, was arrested for
theft/shoplifting within the '00
block of W. Gyspy Lane Road.

2:17 A.M.
Michelle Shantel Johnson. 20. of
Fremont. Ohio, and Jpdi Charri
Stampley. 25. of Bowling Green.
were cited for disorderly conduct/fighting within the 100 block
of N. Main St.

1247 P.M.
Rebecca A. Diaz. 29. of Fostona.
was arrested for illegal processing
of drug documents within the
900 block of W Woostei St

234 A.M.
Tyler Snow. 20. of Perrysburg.
was arrested for disorderly conduct/public urination within the
200 block of E Wooster St.

248 P.M.
Eddie Lee Allen III. 57 of Bowling

2:51 P.M.
Matthew Chapman. 25. of

SUN., NOV. 28
232 A.M.
Brent R. Houdeshelk 22. of
Arlington. Ohio, was cited for
obstructing official business, possession of drug paraphernalia and
criminal trespassing within the
200 block of N. Main St.

5:51 P.M.
A cell phone, valued at $125. was
reported stolen from within the
1400 block of E Wooster St.

804 P.M.
Video game equipment and a
GPS were reported stolen from a
vehicle within the 700 block of E.
Napoleon Road.
ONLINE: Go to bgviewscom for the

*

complete blotter list

LIBRARIES

Enjoy Extended Hours at Jerome Library

November 29 - December 16
For more information,

egan Expo
Monday.November 29th | 11:30am - 1:30pm
First Floor Student Union
(outside the Falcons Nubt)
Stop by urx) sample some holiday appetisers and dosi-fta md liiul otri what
vegan options w- have available on campus.

visit www.ul.bgsu.edu/hours
Use this time to do research, finish homework,
use computers, do group work, or study in
a quiet environment.

BGSU.

Jhis event wiS include the BCiSU 'Jngetwon Club.

For more nlorrmbon vrrvt us at; www.dwwyicompuc.com'bgc.ii

Visit the Expo
and enter to
win a free gift!

CAMPUS
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Model

Fad Watch organized modeling and hosting auditions Monday for its April 1 fashion show

UPCOMING
EVENTS
PHOTOS BY ANDREA FEHL I THE BG NEWS

uditions continue]

RIGHT: Shaguila Smith shows the executive officers her
walk during her audition to be a model in the Fad Watch
fashion show.

Tuesday. Nov. 30 - Business Administration building. Room 110

BOTTOM RIGHT: Sophomore Callie Kruse strikes
a pose for the Fad Watch executive board during her
audition.

Wednesday. Dec. 1 - Business Administration building, Room 112

BOTTOM LEFT: Fad Watch executive officers Bianca
Nixon. Monique Waters. Janae Avery and Vanessa Elmc
interview sopnomore Callie Kruse during her audition.

Designers are still needed.
If interested, please contact Bianca Nixon at bnixon@bgsu.edu.

WWW.
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CAMPUS CASH
SIGN UP FOR
BGSU Campus Cash's Mobile Shout Out's
and get exclusive deals and promotions
from local businesses sent directly to your phone!
* Works like a standard text message,
No extra charges
sT The

;,.■

.

.

SIGN Ul
djftofrftr Cinco De Mayo |^g

TUBBYS
TAVERN

book

SOUTH
SIDE

Text BGSU to 46786

Pita Pit

|S BX

You can also go to BGSUCampus Cash.com
and get Local Menus, Discounts, Bar Promotions,
Events, Job Opportunities and More.

mm

JVII

Get deals sent to your phone
Show your phone and save.
Get exclusive promos all year!

FORUM

"It's been a healthy, constructive process, and I'm proud of my colleagues for the careful
consideration they're giving this.'
- Undergraduate Council Chair Tim Messer-Kruse on the implementation of CUE [see story, pg. 1].
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET vta^n?
"Not me"

"One who only

"Someone who

"A person that

doesn't eat any

eats straight-up

eats fruits and

meat by-products."

vegetables"

vegetables and no

Have your own lake on

meat by-products"

today's People On The

CS

VISIT US AT
BGVIEWS.COM

Street' Of a suggestion (or
SMNCERDEUTSCH.

BRANDON HINES,
Senior.
AYA Life Science

Junior,
8usness Management

JASON BAKER.
Junior.
TCOM

COHSVItEASONOVI.lt.

a question' Give us you

Senior.
AYA Life Science

feedback at bgviews.com

Green ideas stem from misguided political ploys
reasons I made that mistake is that I paid particular
attention to the farmers in
my home state of Tennessee,
and I had a certain fondness
for the farmers in the state of
Iowa because I was about to
Earlier this month, the truth run for president."
Well, that's yet another
finally emerged about ethanol during a speech to a inconvenient truth.
group of financiers in Greece.
On yet another front in the
Al Gore finally admitted battle against the dreaded
what sensible people had carbon footprint, the new
suspected all along.
and recent ballyhooed elecAccording to Reuters, the tric vehicles coming to the
ex-vice president said. "K is market sport a tax credit
not a good policy to have which effectively reduces
these massive subsidies for their purchase price by as
(U.S.) first generation etha- much as$7,500.
nol. First generation ethanol,
But the question no one
I think, was a mistake. The seems to he asking is: If ethaenergy conversion ratios are nol. or electric cars, or whatat best very small. It's hard ever, are so beneficial, why
once such a program is put dot hey need a subsidy? Can't
in place to deal with the lob- they stand on their own merbies that keep it going"
its and be evaluated in comThe reasons for Gore's parison with alternatives?
initial support of a program
All these programs are
are revealing. "One of the part of the great social engi-

neering project that has in Progressivism that began
become part and parcel of a century ago, many have
our tax code. All these pro- become conditioned to view
grams were conceived in government (at all levels) as
response to the alleged will the solution to our problems.
of the people (as interpreted
We've even elected presiby our elected officials, aided dents who have promised
by various and sundry lob- to take us further down
byists). And, all these pro- this road.
But, here's a news flash
grams were conceived with
the best of intentions. The that the public is becoming
medieval proverb seems as more aware of as time goes
pertinent today as ever: The on: The government, at least
road to hell is paved with at the federal level, is largely
good intentions.
ill-equipped to handle these
And — this is important kinds of problems. Nor was it
— every one of these pro- ever designed to do so.
grams is being paid for by
A careful reading of the
the American taxpayer, Constitution reveals that
regardless of whether you the federal government is
are a corn farmer or you buy empowered to perform ceran electric vehicle.
tain actions, e.g. regulate
But we're finally beginning commerce between the
to see the shortcomings in states, coin and print money,
this thinking. There simply conduct foreign policy, etc.
isn't enough money to pay
The framers had a tough
for all the things we'd like to time convincing the states to
see done. But, thanks in no ratify it, so they included a Bill
small part to the experiment of Rights. So. the Constitution

Student athletes face too
much pressure, scrutiny
Athletes should be allowed to seek prospects during college years
By Travis Gumphrey. Th«
Daily Cougar (The University
of Houfton)
College News Network

After the recent controversial events involving allegations against Auburn quarterback Cam Newton, the
constant pressure on college athletes to do well is
extremely evident.
Newton was first accused
of leaving Florida, pre-expulsion, for cheating on tests
rather than leaving in order
to avoid remaining a backup behind I'im lebow. This
allegation turned out to be a
dead end, hut it did lead to a
new report surfacing.
This time. Newton and
his father. Cecil, are being
accused of asking for payment in return lor Cam's willingness to attend Mississippi
State to play quarterback.
The current NCAA probe
that is investigating the issue
should hopefully uncover
some valuable facts in order

to vindicate the current
Heisman front runner and
potential BCS champion.
Mark Kmmert, the NCAA
president, thinks that investigations like these should be
done as quickly as possible,
but only as long as the NCAA
gets its facts straight. Iimmert
went on to say, "You'redealing
with young people's careers
and education. You're dealing with institutional reputations. You're dealing with a
process, that is, by its very
nature, complicated."
This is very true. These
athletes face a monstrous
amount of pressure during
the course of their college
careers. The never-ending necessity to do well in
school and sports to maintain scholarships and such,
forces athletes to sometimes
make poor decisions, like in
the case of Newton.
Additionally,
Emmert
compared the opportunities
available for a college student

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news
story7 Here's how to get in touch wrrh us for letters to the editor:
■ E-mail us at thenews®bgoews.com.

who wants to be an accountant, such as internships, to
the opportunities available to
a student who wants to be a
professional athlete. Athletes
aren't allowed to talk to anyone in their desired profession because it allows them
the opportunity to make
improper contact withagents,
which usually involves the
exchange of money. To allow
a professional opportunity
for one student while ignoring the potential opportunities for another doesn't make
alotofsenseatall.
Additionally, athletes
face the added pressure
of being in the public eye
compared to the average
student on campus.
Student athletes are
always going to be under
constant scrutiny and pressure because of what they do.
Their actions will always be
analyzed more than others.
Hut that shouldn't disqualify
them to aspire to eventually make a profession out of
athletics. There's no inherent
right to being a student athlete, so if you have the privilege to be on the team, you
should make the most of it.

■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.

TOP NEWS STORIES
The site is updated daily
with stories from the
paper and online extras.

Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom o(
this page.
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR
At last, we have

the vicinity of the university, without the assurance
that there was a looming
bronze falcon nearby with
a look of malevolence in its
yellow eyes, forever poised
to tear off the scalps of passers-by with its outstretched
talons. In fact, 1 question
the reputation and academic integrity of any university
that does not possess a giant
bronze falcon. To Harvard:
Cooh on your falcon-less,
400-year-old campus. To
the Sorbonne: ave/.-vous un
faucon?
As the University proceeds with the shuffling of
our decimated state fund-

a giant falcon
When I enrolled as a graduate student here in Fall
2009,1 must admit I wasn't
sure about the University.
Sure, it was a quiet,
secluded campus in an
idyllic Midwestern town,
perfect for getting work
done; sure, it offered a full
scholarship — but it was
missing something. And
that thing was the world's
largest falcon statue.
Before |the| falcon installation, 1 never felt quite
comfortable walking on
campus, or even living in

ing and eventual pruning
of programs, particularly
graduate programs, my
wish is that the money
saved by such measures be
put towards making our
falcon statue even taller,
to draw attention away
from Michigan and OSU.
Wouldn't Freddie look
dashing in a pair of platform shoes? Rumors of a
tall, pointy hat have been
floating about: Another
excellent suggestion.
Bess Winter
M.F.A. Candidate. Fiction.
GSWInstructor.
besskQ'bgsii.edu

CALLING ALL
CARTOONISTS
COLUMNISTS
Need a place to voice your opinions? The
Forum section is looking for more people like
you to write columns and illustrate for us.
Contact us at thebgnewsc*>bgnews.corri.
call us at 419-572-6966

FIND OUT WHAT B6VIEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER YOU!

■ Call us at 419-372-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.

THE BG NEWS

gives certain specified pow- of humans exercising the
ers, the people were pro- God-given gift of free will.
tected from an overreaching I he market, although not
government, and the powers perfect, is far superior to any
not delegated to the federal top-down mandate.
For government — at
government were reserved to
the states or to the people any level — to pretend that
it has the answers to these
(the Tenth Amendment).
So. with all that, how did problems, when they cannot
we get into our present even balance a budget, is the
height of arrogance. What
situation?
Cart of the answer lies in they're telling us is that we
well-intentioned but mis- the people don't have the
guided thinking. It's a feel- intelligence and good sense
good delusion that implies to make decisions as to what
that all problems can be kind of car to buy or what
solved with the aid of a well- kind of light bulbs to use in
meaning government with our house without the benefit
lots of (borrowed) money to of the governing group.
The American people
hurl at a problem.
More importantly, with ref- deserve a lot more credit than
erence to the examples of tax the hired governmental help
credits mentioned earlier, the is giving them credit for.
power of the market, espeWhat do you think?
cially the laws of supply and
demand, have been ignored.
But, we ignore them at our
Respond to Phil at
peril. Because, at its heart a
free market is the end result
ilieiiews @bgnews. com
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BLOGGING
Check out the sports
blog for the latest in
BG athletics.

ARCHIVES
Miss something' Find
articles and columns
since 2000

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Comment on stories and
columns, or send a letter
to the editor

MULTIMEDIA
Podcasts. audio
Sideshows and video
add to the story.

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally to be fewer than 500
words These are usually in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, year and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not
be printed.

GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words. These are usually also in
response to a current issue on the
Unrversitys campus or the Bowling
Green area. Two submissions per
month maximum

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thenewsijibgnews.
com with the subject line mailed
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column" All submissions are subject to review and editing for length
and clarity before printing. The
editor may change the headlines to
submitted columns and letters a hrs
or her discretion
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News
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NATION BRIEFS
Princeton students
vote on alternate
hummus brands

Judge blocks Okla.
Islamic law vote
certification

Gay rights group
donates legal
documents to Yale

PRINCETON. N.J.(AP)
- Princeton University students
voted Monday in a referendum
by a pro-Palestine student
group on whether to enpand the
school s hummus offerings.

OKLAHOMA CITY
(AP) - A federal |udge has
granted a request to prevent
the state of Oklahoma from
certifying election results for a
constitutional amendment that
would bar state courts from
considering international or
Islamic law when deciding cases.

NEW HAVEN. Conn (AP)
- A Boston-based group is
donating 30 years worth of
documents to Yale University
that chart the legal campaign for
gay rights in New England.

The student group Princeton
Committee for Palestine wants
university-run stores to offer
alternative brands of the Middle
Eastern chickpea dip because
they said the only biand
available is linked to human
rights violations
The brand. Sabra. is owned by
PepsiCo and Strauss Group, and
Strauss website said it supports
members of the Israeli military
The group has been pushing
for the university to boycott
and get tid of its investments m
companies that make donations
to pans of the Israeli military that
it said violated human rights
llya Welfeld. a spokeswoman
for Sabra. which has
headguarters in Queens. NY
and Richmond. Va. said Sabra
only makes donations in North
America - and none of them
are political.

US District Judge Vicki
Miles-LaGrange said Monday
she granted the preliminary
injunction against State
Question 755 until she rules on
the merits of a challenge to the
law. The law was approved by 70
percent of Oklahoma voters in a
Nov. 2 referendum.
Muneer Awad with the
Council on American-Islamic
Relations in Oklahoma sued to
block the law from taking effect
He argues the ban on Islamic law.
also known as Sharia Law. likely
would affect every aspect of his
life as well as the execution of his
will after his death.

Gay & Lesbian Advocates
and Defenders has pursued
gay civil rights throughout the
region since the group was
founded in 1978. Its precedentsetting legal victories include
bringing marriage equality to
Massachusetts in 2004 and
Connecticut in 2008
The group said Monday
the donated materials include
correspondence, legal documents
and photographs from events
spanning the HIV epidemic to
the legalization of gay marriage
in some states.
Sterling Memorial Library
Director of Manuscripts and
Archives Christine Weideman
said the university is grateful
to be entrusted with
preserving records from a vital
part of history.

US tries to contain damage from
leaked diplomatic documents
in ordering the agency-wide
assessment Monday thai the
disclosures are unacceptable
,ind will not be tolerated.
" liiis disclosure is not just
an attack on Americas foreign
Monday ordered a govern- policy interests." Clinton said
meat-wide review of how in her first comments since the
agencies safeguard sensitive weekend leaks. "It is an attack
information. Clinton said on the international commusteps were already being nity: the alliances and partnertaken lo lighten oversight of ships, the conversations and
diplomatic files. That action negotiations that safeguard
would follow a similar move global security and advance
by the Pentagon after leaks of economic prosperity."
military files.
"It puts people's lives in danger.
The U.S. documents con- threatens our national security
tained raw comments nonnally and undennines our efforts
miUlled by diplomatic politesse: to work with other countries,"
Saudi Arabia's King Abdullah she said to reporters at the
pressing the U.S. to "cut off the State Department.

WASHINGTON—ThcObama
administration moved forcefully Monday to contain damage from the release of more
than a quarter-million classified diplomatic files, branding the action as an attack on
the United States and raising
the prospect of legal action
against online whistle-blower
Wikileaks.
Secretary of State Hillary
Rodham Clinton said that
WikiLeaks acted illegally in
posting the material. She said
the Obama administration
was taking "aggressive steps
to hold responsible those who
stole this informal ion."
White House spokes- head of the snake" by taking
man Robert Gibbs said the action against Iran's nuclear
U.S. would not rule out tak- program. Italian Prime Minister
ing aclion against WikiLeaks. Silvio Berlusconi described its
Attorney General Eric I lolder "feckless" and "vain." German
said the administration Chancellor Angela Merkel diswould prosecute if violations missed as "risk averse and rarely
of federal law are found in an creative."
The release of those docuongoing criminal investigaments and others containtion of the incident
Gibbs said President ing unflattering assessments
Barack Obama was briefed of world leaders was a dear
on the impending massive embarrassment to the adminisleak last week and was "not iraUon.ThediR'ctoroftheVVhite
pleased" about the breach of House's Office of Management
classified documents. "This and Budget, Jacob l,ew, said

The 9th U.S. Circuit Court
of Appeals announced Monday
that Judges Michael Hawkins.
Stephen Remhardt and N.
Randy Smith were randomly
assigned to the case over
the constitutionality of the
voter-approved ban. known as
Proposition 8.
Remhardt is regarded as one
of the 9th Circuit's most liberal
jurists. He. along with Hawkins,
were appointed by Democrat
presidents. Smith was appointed
by a Republican.
Observers predicted the
panels makeup makes it less
likely the court ruling would
be reversed

Outgoing Fla.
Gov. Crist worries
about divisions

HAMILTON. Ohio (AP)
- Police said a southwest Ohio
man held a bound woman in a
closet for 10 days and raped her
18 limes before she freed herself

ST PETERSBURG Fla
- Outgoing Florida Gov. Charlie
Crist says he is concerned that
political divisions are preventing
elected officials of botl1.
from working together "
nations problems

Hamilton poke said 44-yearold William Hobert Mams was
jailed Friday on 18 counts of rape
and one count of kidnapping
Police told the Hamilton
JournalNews that the woman
said she was at Manis' house
when he struck her repeatedly,
then tied her up and put her m
a closet. Police say she freed
herself Friday and jumped out
a second-story window before
going to a neighbors house
for help
No other information about
her was released.
Manis was being held Monday
in Butler County Jail No
attorney was listed for him

Proposition 8's supporters
agree, saying that they "fully
expect" that the case would
have to be resolved by the US
Supreme Court.

By Tim Fought
The Associated Press

is ,\ serious violation of the
law." Gibbs said. "This is a
serious threat to individuals
that both carry nut and assist
in our foreign policy."
The White House on

The Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
- A liberal jurist is among three
judges randomly selected by a
federal appeals court to decide if
a lower court improperly struck
down California's same-sex
marriage ban

Ohioan raped
woman put, her in
closet for 10 days

Crist said the (i .
divided and that he womes
about |* I
ibleto
find "consensus and common
ground" to help move the
country forward.
He satd he has no regrets
about running for the U S
Senate instead of seeking
re-ele-:
or of
leaving the Republican party
earlier this year Cnsl lost a
three-way lace to conser. .
Republican Marco Rubio
Crist said he plans to I
voter registration as independent.
He said he is weighing several
offers to work in the private
sector and has no immediate
plans to return to politics after
stepping down ,
- Brendan Famngtc r

Ore. terror suspect indicted in bomb plot

Wikileaks accused of violating laws after posting classified information
By M.i11how L«s

Dems appointed
2 of 3 judges in
Prop 8 case

PORTLAND. Ore. — A 19year-old Somali-American
man was indicted Monday
on federal charges that
he tried to blow up a car
bomb at a Christmas
tree lighting ceremony in
downtown Portland.
The
indictment
charged
Mohamed
Osman Mohamud with
attempted use of a weapon of mass destruction.
He was arrested Friday
evening near the crowded Pioneer Courthouse
Square, after a monthslong FBI sting operation.
Dozens of people — many
of them women wearing
head scarves — arrived
at the federal court building where Mohamud was
scheduled for a court hcar-

HairwaYs
'appcHntmenis or walk-ins welcome
haircuts. color, coriective color
perms, facial waxes, manicures

"If you talk with
someone... they'll be
convinced they need
to do something."

after he and an agent drove
into downtown Portland in a
white van that carried six 55gallon drums with detonation
cords and plastic caps, bin all
ofthem were Inert. Authorities
said they allowed the plot to

Mujdhid El-Naser | Classmate

proceed to obtain evidence to
charge the suspect.

ing. One of them, Mujahid
FJ-Naser. said he attended
middle school in Portland
with Mohamud and that he
didn't believe his friend would
have gotten involved in the
plot without encouragement
of the FBI.
Mohamud was arrested

"If yon talk with someone
enough, they'll be convinced
they need to do something.
That what's I think the FBI
might have done with him."
said El-Naser.
He added that he nevei
heard his friend express any
extremist views.

S.Smith Contracting, LLC

532 Manville AveJJ
(419)352-8917
Office Open:
Mon-Fri 10-2

n
HOUSES!

CLOSE TO CAMPUS
Many for 4-6 people

Houses
and

lApartments

'11-'12 May/Aug.
Leases Now Available

Call 419-352-6064,
www.lroboserentdls.com,
or BGViews.com for
current listings

Call TODAY!

1616EWooster
419.352.2107

FROBOSERENTALS

i coupon per customs* per wsrf
www.BGApartments.com

*i(M) Lehman Ave. BCi

Listings Available On-Line
Visit www.johnnewloverealestate.com

STOP
by our office &
pick up the
New Listings!

Great Selection of
Houses & Apartments
in Good Locations!
Available for 2011-2012
• We have Efficiencies, I Bednxnn and 2 Bedroom Apartments
• in most ctses, furoithed and unflimished ue ihe same pike.
• in most esses, watefi Mwer, and trash are included.
• Complete rental listing available on-line and in rental office

recharge

Meal Plan Dollars?
It's easy to add
Flexible Falcon Dollars!
•Visit our website:
www.dineoncampus.com/bgsu
and click on:
> Meal Plans Purchase a Plan
• Visit the Accounting Office in the

WE HAVE UNITS READY FOR IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY!

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 K. WbMlCr Strut. II.i.i Inii! Great, OH
Lutali'd Wross l-'rum Tain Bell.
RENTAL OFFICE I4IM] 3M-22M
Hours- Mnndut In Irid.iv . H:MI In 5:30 • Suturdav - K:.»0 in 5:1X1
vtuw.jtihnnntiouTi'ulcslutc.i'uin

-■■ II II
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Centrex Building.
• Call Accounting: 419-372-7933

big benefits!I
Falcon Dollars can be used @ any
BGSU Dining location.*
•Not including Wendy's

BGSU

O
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BG wins Seattle Tournament, Prochaska named MVP
By Paul Barney
. Editor

Prochaska posted a double"We're excited about
double Friday with 23 points and
the championship.
10 rebounds and was i perfect 15fhere was no iryptophan hang- for-15 from the free-throw line,
It was a tough three
over foi the BG women's basket- breaking her own single name
school
record,
ball team this I hanksgiving.
games in four days
She followed that up with
\iici cruising to a win
against Detroit on Wednesday, nine points and five rebounds
stretch for us."
the Falcons made theii holi- Saturday on her way to being
named
MVP.
day, trip out west to Seattle
Cuil Miller | Coach
"It's a good honor.'" Prochaska
a memorable one !>v winning
both theii games ol the Seattle -aid. A lot of credit to my team
Wednesday, BG will play its
mates tin their supporting east
Universit) tout nament.
and helping me out. It was just a toughest opponent ol the season
BG wonitsopenei I riday, * I
thus far when it hosts nationally
igainst the Universit) ofArkansas fun tournament foi us."
Pontius had 18 points, six ranked Vanderbllt.
,n Little Rock and then claimed
The No. 24 ranked Commodores
the championship Saturda) by rebounds, tour assists and lour
steals against UAI.K and Steffen are 4-1 this season and are comlefeating Seattle 71-51
We re excited about the had a combined 24 points and ing off a holiday tournament
championship as well, defeatnpionship." said BG coach nine steals m both games.
The Falcons are now6-1 on the ing Quinnlpiac and Princeton to
i ml Miller. "It was ,i tough
win the 12th Annual Vanderbllt
imes in lour days season, having won six straight.
Alter dropping the first Thanksgiving Tournament.
stretch For us,
Last season, the Falcons won
Senior I auren Prochaska was game of the .eason. they are
named the tournament's MVP si,ii ting to look like the fi- at Vanderbilt. then No. 16, 66-60.
Pontius finished with a gamewhile rracj Pontius and Chi Issj lmic defending American
high 19 points to place three
Steffen joined hei cm the all- Conference Champions,
Falcons in double-figures.
Ami iust in time.
tout nament team

mER STABILE

JUMPER: Lauren Prochasla puts up a 5-pointer in a game earlier this season

A eulogy for the 2010
BG football season

We never thought it would end
this way.
Sure we knew our beloved
falcons weren't going to be nearly as successful as the 2009 team,
hut the slow painful death to
Ihe 2010 season was a cruel and
unusual punishment.
At 2-10 — it was the first time
Ihe program ever suffered a 10-loss
season — youth, injuries and a
porous defense already had fans
shoveling dirt onto the Falcons
grave before November.
The Falcons started the season the same way 2009 ended,
in heartbreak.
Uisingin the final seconds of the
I lumanitarian Bowl — a 43-42 loss
to Idaho in which they allowed the
Vandals to drive the length of the
field, score a touchdown and convert a 2-point conversion in a mere

28 seconds — the 2009 falcons gave
us a taste of the bitter feast to come.
Opening the 2010 season, the
Falcons fell on a last second field
goal to Troy. It wouldn't be the
first time they'd lose a battle in the
closing seconds.
Troy, Buffalo, Temple and Miami
were all losses by 3-poinls or less that
were determined on the final play of
the game.
It was a team that lived dangerously,
playing a risk-vs.-rcward game that
verv rarely ended in the Falcons favor.
At times the risk taking paid off. as
the Falcon defense had 35 takeaways.
but that same defense wasalsngashed
for 432 yards a game.
ihe offense wasn't much better, as
a shoulder injury to quarterback Matt
ScMlz set back both his and the team's
progress, something they never recovered from as it was revealed at the end
of the season the young quarterback
was never truly "100 percent."
Inability t" overcome the shoulder
Injury, Schilzturned from a confident,
See COLUMN I Page 7

Notes: Men's basketball
struggling to make shots
TYLER SIABIIE

UP CLOSE AND PERSONAL:

David Sclway looks for a goal against Notre Dame eailiei this season Solway had a goal against RPI on Saturday.

Falcon icers earn weekend
split, 800th program win
By Ryan Satkowiak
• i' '

.

it was nisi what the doctor ordered.
Having losi six of their last
eight ( entral Collegiate Hockey
Association games the Falcons
played AJabama-Huntsville for the
third time tins season Friday night
in the HIM Holiday Tournament in
[Yoy.N.Y.
I in the third time in as many
games the Falcons (6-10, 2-8
i i IIA. beat the Chargers, this
time by ,i 5 I score. It was the

FACEBOOK

HOOlh will in program history.
What I feel is very humble rot
the coaches and the guys who have
done it before me, they had 99 percent "! those wins; it's a salute to
them and it talks about the history
this program has.' said BG coach
Chris Bergeron regarding leading
the program to its 800th win. "It's
pretty special to be a part of 800,
but like I said, that didn't have a
whole lot to do with us; that was the
people before us and hopefully we
can have thai .aine kind of success
going forward."

The win got the Falcons into the
championship round against host
team HIM. where they lost a 3-2 contest in overtime.
Even though no CCHA points
were at stake, the weekend was big
for the Falcons to get them back
on track after a rough weekend
against Miami.
"All-in-all, I'm very pleased,"
Bergeron said. "I thought our effort
was very good, but 1 thought we
Sec-HOCKEY | Page 7

TWITTER

By Sean Shapiro
Senior Reporter

in practice that aren't going in
games," Orr said.

Shuffling the starters
It's nothing new; the Falcons havea
Through
seven games this season,
hard lime shooting the basketball.
At 1-6, with its only win coming the Falcons have used six different
over Division II Ohio Dominican, starting lineup combinations.
Scott Thomas and Cameron
the BG men's basketball team has
shot an abysmal .369 from the Black are the only players who have
field, which is ranked 327 out of 347 started every game, and only five
players on the 14-man roster have
teams in Division I.
f his past weekend at the Legends yet to start a game this season.
In BO's most recent game, a 56Classic in Detroit, the Falcons posted a Sub-45 shooting percentage in 55 loss to Albany on Sunday, the
all three games, all losses.
Falcons went with a starting lineup
"If I know one thing, nobody's of Thomas, Black, Danny McElroy.
trying to miss shots." BO coach Dee Brown and Joe lakubowski.
Shuffling the starters isn't
Lois Orr said
finally finding a rhythm and something On likes to do — earconsistently putting the ball lier this season he stated he likes
through the basket is an issue to have a set lineup — however,
that Orr said needs to be solved the constant change is proof the
Falcons need more than just the
in the gym.
"At times we've gotten some
See NOTES | Page 7
guys who shot well before in
practice, some guys make shots

PLAYERS OF THE WEEK

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Become a Facebook fan

Follow BG News sports on Twitter

Prochaska, JST earn award

Falcons host Vanderbilt Wednesday

Become a tan of The BG News sports

The BG News Sports Staff has a Twitter Follow us

BG women's basketbal player ljuren

The BG women's basketball team will host nation-

department on Facebook. Log on to

for breaking news and in-game updates from your

Prochaska and hockey player Jordan Samueb-

ally ranked Vanderbilt Wednesday at 7 p.m. For

your account and search BG News

favorite Falcon sports
www.twitter.com/Dgnewssports

Thomas have been named the fopa John's

a full preview of the game, be sure to checkout

Athletes of the Week.

Wednesday's edition of The BG News.

Sports to become a fan
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From Page 6

9

Starting five to succeed.
"I've been a guy in history [in
which] I don't change lineups
that often... my thing is it's not
a comfortable spot, our record
says we're not consistent at 1-6,
we've been inconsistent, we're
looking for the right combinations, the right leadership,''
Orr said. "If you change your
lineup that many times... you
need everybody to win."

7 5

4

8 2

7 1
7 1

9
5

8 9 7 2
4

Oglesby
Freshman Torian Ogleshy saw
his first career action in BG's
65-61 loss to Niagara, scoring
10 points and grabbing five
rebounds in 27 minutes off of
the bench.
"He's going through an
adjustment right now. being
on campus since the first day
of classes he's adjusting to life
on campus and on the court,"
Orr said.
Oglesby, who Orr also
called a "tremendous athlete" had 20 points and 19
rebounds in all three losses
this past weekend.

4
5

2 7
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To play: Complete the grid

I 8 S £

9 t I 6 c

so that every row, column
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the digits 1 to 9.There is no
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guessing or math involved
Just use logic to solve

Up next

From Page 6

smart quarterback early in
the season to a gun-shy. risktaker, who was more often
than not, driven to the turf by
opposing defenders.
They certainly took their
lumps and after eight games,
they were already ineligible
for a bowl game, a status
they hadn't carried since the
2006 season.
Like every doomed
season, there were some
happy moments: moments
fans could savor for a short
while before they were
shocked back to reality by
another loss.
The home opener against
Marshall was promising, a
44-28 victory, and the win
at Central Michigan gave us
hope that the defense had
turned it around.
Hut. in the three games following the Marshall win, the

Falcons lost by a combined
70 points.
After Central Michigan.
the next three games yielded
a 56-point combined margin
of defeat.
There were times this team
had us on our feet, hearts racing and excited to watch football — even if those games
ended in a loss — but then
there was also the straight
schellackings, games where
the only reason to stay till
halftone was the Falcon
Marching Band.
[be finale, a 41-7 loss to
Western Michigan, was a fitting end.
The players gave effort,
that can't be questioned, but
like any doomed season, it
didn't matter.
It's time to move on. Don't
think of the 2010 football
team as a failure, but rather
as the darkness before the
day ... and heck we all have
women's basketball to look
forward to.

FUN FACT:

The most dangerous animal in the
world is the common housefly.
Because of their habits of visiting
animal waste, they transmit more
ajseases thaftsfcflv other animal.
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got a little too cute there in
the third period offensive!)
instead of trying t" be stum
ger on our game plan."
"We haven't played with a
lead too much this season
so we need to gel belter at
doing that."
In his first weekend after
being scratched las) Saturday
against
Miami.
Ionian

played

sluing hockey, posting two
goals and an assist on the
weekend, and was named tit
the all-tournament team.
Red-hot freshman Brett
Mobler also had a big weekend, posting two assists in
each game to bring his season
point total to 10 (five goals,
five assists).

You open the paper everyday, what would you like
to see? This is your paper, we just print it!

OnFridaynighi. the Falcons
scored the only goal of the
period late, when Samuelsrbninas scored his fourth of
the season.
After second period goals
by CamWnjtalaand UAH's
lustin Cseter, H(i broke
the game wide open with
goals from (had Sumsion
and Wade Fincgan to take
a 1-1 lead into the second
intermission.
In the third, lake Sloal

scored his first collegiate goal
on a shot from the point that
beat Chargers' goal <: I. Croh.
It was finally good to
play a whole 00 minutes,
that's obviously something
that we've been work
ing on," said BG captain
David Solway. "A lot of guys
stepped up for us tonight."
Nick Fno was not particularly busy on the night, but he

played well in the win, stop- ning goal just 20 seconds into
ping 19 of 20 shots.
the extra frame.
While there was not as
like the night before, the
much offense in Saturday's man between the pipes for W.I
game against KI'I, the end- was not very busy, as Andrew
ing of the game was down to Hammond only faced 19
the wire.
shots, slopping 16 of them.
After a scoreless first periUnlike much of the seaod. RPI took a 2-0 lead early son, the Falcons accumulatin the second on goals by ed mine shois and won the
Tyler llelfrich and former BCi special teams battle in both
defenseman .Nick Ballen. The games. They outshot UAH
goals came just 1:21 apart.
26-19 on Friday and KI'I 27
Late in the second period, 20 on Saturday
Samuels Thomas cut the lead
ln the nvo games, the
in half with his fifth goal of Falcons wenl 3-10 on the
the season.
power play, while they were
Alter staying scoreless 6-6 on the penalty kill.
for nearly the whole period,
"We've been talking about
Solway gave the Falcons [special teams] from the
life in the form of a tying beginning, and I think what
goal with just 10 seconds happened is guys made plays,"
left in regulation.
Bergeron said. "It's chipping
I lowever, that ecstasy was away, it's bits and pieces, hut
short lived, as RPI's Bryan it's something that we need to
Hrullag scored the game win
get belter at."

ML.LAGE

APARTMENTS

• Reduced Rate in
November 2010 •
1 Apartments Available •
« Semester Leases
■ Minutes from BGSU .
■ Pet friendly community •
* Heat included -s
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AHEAD OF THE PACK; Bcelt Mohlei leads a charge against nationaly tanked Maim last week. Mohlei was named CCHA Rookie of the Week (a hs efforts at tie RPl Tournament.
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Sudoku puzzles (or FREE.
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The Falcons will head to East
Lansing, Mich, for a matchup
with No. 6-rankcd Michigan
State; tip-off is set for 1:30 p.m.
at the Breslin Center.
Formerly No. 2 in the
rankings before a loss to
Connecticut, the Spartans will
play No. I Duke Wednesday
night in a nationally televised
COURT VISION: Scott Tranadn* to the bo
game on ESPN.

COLUMN

3 6

Send us your story suggestions and
ideas to thenews@bgnews.com!

CALL FOR SPECIALS!
Locatedai

^^^

300 Napoleon Road w^mf1
in Bowling Green 1^1
4iq-1<;2-6v<<;
I (419)352-0717 445 E W00STER
■ www.greenbriarrentals.com
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Bogus 911 caller blames smokes

7

'
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Baker of Clarksville was
charged with making the
calls Sunday during a 35minute stretch.
The first caller claimed to
be a witness to a murder. The
second claimed he had been
stabbed, while the third said

a woman had been killed
and buried.
Police said Monday that all
the calls originated from a
phone owned by Baker, who
remained jailed on $15,000
bond.AspokesmansaidBaker
had not retained a lawyer.
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CALl.AWAY. 1-Ta. (AP) —
Authorities say an irate 84year-old man hit a deputy in
the stomach with his cane
when the officer warned
him to leave a clinic where
he had been cursing at an
office manager.
The News Herald newspa-

per reports that the northwest
llorida man was arrested and
charged with disorderly conduct and resisting an officer.
BayCountysheriffsdeputies
were called to Callaway Clinic
on Wednesday night because
the man was yelling and cursing at an office manager.

According to a police report,
the office manager asked
authorities to remove the man
from the clinic. When the
deputy warned the man he
would be arrested if he didn't
leave, the man allegedly hit
the officer in the stomach
with his cane.

The BG News

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Clmlfhd Ads • 41»-S72-*»77
Mi IK. \i-*t m'i not trvmirtftly Kltpt
irutlon jgaimt *n) individual m
Boon mi ihr hiiu* ut i.n ■■. \e\. iiikit. rmtl.
01 i i ■- IT M-IU.II uritiitjilcni

'BARTENDING' up to S300/day
No exp necessary, training provided, call 800-965-6520 x174

3 PT Bartenders, mm wage + tips,
Call 419-799-0681, 9am-5pm.
Experience pref. but not required.
Earn $1000-53200'mo
to drive our cars with ads.
Initial fee required
www.AdCarDrlver.com

Help Wanted
TMnlm nimfiwl center

Candidate must have a Bachelor
degree in Early Childhood Education or related field, a minimum of
one year experience with
pre-school aged children, and
prior experience working with
word processing, speadsheets
internet, and database software.
Responsibilities include coordinating and developing classroom activities, providing developmental^
appropriate care for children, and
maintaining accurate reports and
documents Must also be willing
to submit to initial and periodic
physical exam and background
checks Seasonal, FT. $12.15/hr.
Applications must be received by
December 4.2010;
apply online at.
wsoa.org/employment
EOE

Teacher Assistant Bowling Green
Candidate must have a high
school diploma or GED,
experience with pre-school aged
children & a working knowledge
of early childhood development
Responsibilities include assisting
the teacher with dally classroom
activities, responding to needs of
children, maintaining cleanliness
ol Items used In the classroom
and preparing and maintaining
accurate reports and documents.
Must also be willing to obtain a
CDA within two years and submit
to Initial and periodic physical
exam background checks
Seasonal. Part-Time,
avg. 25 hrsAvk, $8 55/hr.
Applications must be received by
December 4. 2010;
apply online at:
waoa.org/amptoyment

Imagination Station currently has
openings for 3-4 permanent
PT Floor Team Associates and a
PT Cashier We also have several
temporary PT positions available
for our Camp-In program.
It you think science Is fun
and enjoy working with children,
please visit our website at.
lmaglnatlonatatlontoledo.org
for detaila.
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Elderly man accused of whacking deputy
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CI.ARKSVILLE, Tcnn. (AP)
— Police in Tennessee say a
man accused of making three
bogus calls to 911 told them
he was bored and anxious
because he had not smoked a
cigarette in two days.
Twenty-year-old Alex Lee
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ACROSS
I One of a "Sesame Street" duo
5 Tizzy
II Chest muscle, briefly
14 Bug tail?
15 Injury requiring emergency
room treatment
16 Everyone
17 Track and field event
19 Double standard?
20 Hardly laid-back
21 Morsel
22 Corp. exec hopefuls
23 Agreed
27 Dilettante
31 "Nuts!"
32 Baby Arp's first word?
33 Metric prefix
36 Talk big
39 Lou Gossetl Jr. played one in
"An Officer and a Gentleman"
42 Ketel One alternative, familiarly
43 Seta's "Certainly!"
44 Bistro
45 Crash site?

if

u

"r

1 Thai currency
2 Online marketplace
3Easywii
4 Hefty volume
5 USPS delivery
6 Mirb on the wall
7 Second-deepest U.S. lake
6 "Faster!"
9 Hammed it up
10 Like crudites
11 "Hit Me With Your Best
Shot" singer
12 Hall of Fame Broncos
quarterback
13 Intimate
41 Abundant
18 Leisure
46 Number one Hun
22 African country
48 Movie souvenir
nearest Spain
49 Penod
24 BMW rival
50 Seuss's environmental advocate
25 Small songbirds
26 Cologne that
51 Sadat's faith
sounds wrong?
52 Search for and find,
as a CD track
27 Tacks on
28 Trading center
56 1492 trio member
29 Seta's sendoff
57 How some NFL
games are resolved
30 Happy hour request
34 CBS forensic drama 58 Circus sight
35 "Not to worry"
59 Prince William's
school
37 "Hush!" to Romeo
38"_ bien!"
61 TV monitor
40 Cereal Mikey liked,
62 B-F connectors
in ads
63 _ Lingus

ANSWERS
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47
49
53
54
55
60
61
64
65
66
67
68
69

In a way
Air traveler's need
Main Web page
Nashville sch.
Bond
Jackie's second
Folder holder
Droop
Composer Debussy
Opposite of 43-Across
Prefix with skeleton
Counselor's charge
Mail-routing abbr.
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For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

311 Ridge - 3 BR house,
available Fall 2011
Call 419-352-5882

AVAIL NOW / 300 E. Merry St.
low as 199/mo, see CartyRentala.
all next to campus 353-0325,9-9.

Shamrock 8tudlo Apt* for MM
Semester leases, fumiahed.
Wa provide all utll, cable, WIFI.

Houses & Apartments
12 month leaaea only
S. Smith Contracting LLC.
419-352-8917 ■ 532 ManviHe Ave.
Office open 10-2, M-F.
www.BQApartmants.com

ShamrockBG.com

For Rent

1, 2 & 3BR apts, close to campua.
avail end ot Dec & next S.Y.
Call Gary at 419-352-5414

2BR apt lor sub-laase. close to
campus, turn $420/mo + gaa/elec
Email: shammer@bgsuedu

Call 354-0070 or
Highland Management
Now laaaingtor 2011-2012 ay.
1 A 2 bedroom apartments.

Call 419-354-6036, M-F

Spacious 2 I 3 BR apta starting
at $495/mo, 12 mo leases only!
Call BG Estates at 419-352-5987

Kick off the holiday season at the
Ziggabyte Holiday Open House

DOORS OPEN AT 7:30m
Fire lands

opens

at

8:30am*

limit 2 styles per day, per customer

Monday: §W£atpants

$10.00

Tuesday: flooded Sweatshirts $14.00

Wednesday: Crjzw Sweatshirts
& Blankets

$9.00
$1539

Thursday: Hooded Sweatshirts $14.00
& Sweatpants
$10.00
Friday:
QinehSackSet
*
Tee. hood & Bag
^

$41.00
"VI&W

SPECIALS ON:

REGULAR PRICE: ZIGGABYTE PRICE:

SMK-LinkPadDock10

$99.99

$84.99

Monster Headphones
and Beats by Dr. Dre

$89-199.99

$79.99-$179.99

iPad folio with
bluetooth keyboard

$99.99

$84.99

Purchase any Apple computer and receive a free printer!
Daily Drawings tor Prizes!

no other discounts apply, oilers available in store only*

ziggabyte
419.372.8665

Authorized
Campus Store

MW
D00
bookstore.bgsu.edu

